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ABSTRACT

A new 3-D four-field algorithm has been developed to predict general two-phase flows. Ensemble
averaged transport equations for mass, momentum, energy and turbulence transport are solved for
each field (continuous liquid, continuous vapor, disperse liquid, disperse vapor). This four-field struc-
ture allows for analysis of adiabatic and boiling systems which contain flow regimes from bubbly
through annular. Interfacial mass, momentum, turbulence and heat transfer models provide coupling
between phases. A new semi-coupled implicit method is utilized to solve the set of 25 equations
which arise in the formulation. In this paper, three important component numerical strategies
employed in the method are summarized. These include: 1) incorporation of interfacial momentum
force terms in the control volume face flux reconstruction, 2) phase coupling at the linear solver level,
and in the pressure-velocity coupling itself and 3) a multi-step Jacobi block correction scheme for
efficient solution of the pressure-Poisson equation. The necessity/effectiveness of these strategies is
demonstrated in applications to realistic engineering flows. Though some heated flow test cases are
considered, the particular numerics discussed here are germane to adiabatic flows with and without
mass transfer.

NOMENCLATURE
a volume fraction Subscripts, Superscripts
b*7 interface exchange term ' correction quantity

Ik k, I field indicators
D drag force coefficient between i j k ) N N node counter, total number

phases k and / of no^es

<t> general transport scalar N P total number of phases present
*z mass transfer rate from phase k P, U, D, N, S, E, W

to phase / neighbor node indicators
i, j Cartesian tensor indices
clcvdldv 4-field indicators

<

CO

p
p
S
u i
V

*i

non-drag interfacial force on

phase k arising from interface
with phase /
turbulent viscosity
underrelaxation factor
pressure
density
general source term
Cartesian velocity component
cell volume
Cartesian coordinate

INTRODUCTION

In many industrial multi-phase flow environments, the dynamics and thermodynamics of the inter-
faces between component phases play important roles in determining instantaneous phase, velocity
and temperature distributions within the flow. For this reason, resolving and/or modelling interfacial
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physics is required for the analysis of the thermal-hydraulic performance of many multi-phase
devices. Direct simulation of the instantaneous flow field will not be practical for engineering analy-
ses of complex multi-component flow fields for decades. Many groups employ volume or ensemble
averaged governing equations, in which the instantaneous physics associated with the interface are
averaged away. In these approaches, closure must be provided for correlations of fluctuating quanti-
ties which appear in the averaged equations. In flows where different regimes can simultaneously
exist (say bubbly, churn turbulent, annular), multiple interface types can exist between a given phase
pair. In these circumstances, a multiple field approach is forthcoming in that distinct physical pro-
cesses associated with the interface between the same phase pair (e.g., drag between bubbles and con-
tinuous liquid vs. drag between droplets and continuous vapor) can be more directly identified with
exact terms in the averaged equations, and modelled accordingly.
A new four-field algorithm for boiling two-phase flows in heat exchange devices has been developed
here. Ensemble averaged transport equations for mass, momentum, energy and turbulence transport
are solved for each field (continuous liquid, continuous vapor, disperse liquid, disperse vapor). This
four-field structure allows for analysis of adiabatic and boiling systems which contain flow regimes
from bubbly through annular. Interracial mass, momentum, turbulence and heat transfer models pro-
vide coupling between fields. In three dimensions, a total of 25 coupled partial differential equations
arise in die formulation. Over 30 models for interfacial mass, momentum, energy and turbulence
transfer appear. Additionally, models for boiling heat transfer mechanisms are required. The numeri-
cal simulation of this system is a formidable task, as many issues including variable coupling, high
geometric aspect ratios and discretization of modelled terms arise.
In the four-field construct, fully coupling the governing equations within the framework of an approx-
imate Newton scheme, can be impractical, due principally to the size of the Jacobian matrices which
arise when the complete formulation is adopted. Also, arbitrarily maximizing variable coupling gives
rise to a less versatile development platform and, for some multi-component systems, can give rise to
ill-posedness.
Accordingly, the authors have adopted a memory efficient and easily adaptable segregated pressure-
based algorithm as a baseline numerical platform. In this work, three important component numerical
strategies employed in the method are summarized. These include: 1) incorporation of interfacial
momentum force terms in the control volume face flux reconstruction, 2) phase coupling at the linear
solver level, and in the pressure-velocity coupling itself and 3) a multi-step Jacobi block correction
scheme for efficient solution of the pressure-Poisson equation. The necessity/effectiveness of these
strategies is demonstrated in applications to realistic engineering flows. Though some heated flow test
cases are considered, the particular numerics discussed here are germane to adiabatic flows with and
without mass transfer.
The paper is organized as follows. A brief summary of the governing equations and baseline discreti-
zation is first given. The development of the new flux interpolation scheme is presented along with
sample results which demonstrate its effectiveness. The Coupled Phasic Exchange (CPE) scheme is
introduced. This scheme fully couples the NP equations for each transport scalar, and imposes full
phasic pressure-velocity coupling, while retaining a baseline memory efficient pressure based opera-
tor splitting scheme. Results are presented which demonstrate that improved coupling via the CPE
scheme provides significantly improved convergence characteristics for multi-field analyses with
large phasic exchange terms. Lastly, a new block correction scheme, which incorporates as a baseline
smoother a multiple-step Jacobi scheme comprised of multiple unstable Jacobi steps, is introduced.
The formulation of the multi-step scheme is developed from a genetic optimization algorithm. This
new block correction scheme, designated MSJ1DAC/MSJ2DAC renders linear solution of the pres-
sure corrector matrix system very efficient on 2-D and 3-D high aspect ratio geometries. Matrix sta-
bility analysis and convergence histories for typical full scale boiling heat exchanger problems are
provided which demonstrate the theory behind and effectiveness of this scheme.

BASELINE FORMULATION

Governing Equations

In the two-fluid, four-field formulation, ensemble averaged transport equations for continuity,
momentum, energy and turbulence transport are provided for each field. The phasic continuity and



momentum equations can be written:
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The four-fields, &, accounted for in the present scheme include continuous liquid, continuous vapor,
disperse liquid and dispersed vapor (hereafter; cl, cv, dl and dv).
Considering, for the present discussion, flows for which each component phase's density is constant,
closure of equations 1 and 2 is achieved through specification of drag and non-drag interfacial force
models, D = D , Mj = - Mj , interfacial mass transfer models, T , and eddy viscosity models
for j i t . In general, wall and volumetric heating and interfacial heat transfer are present and these can
account for mass transfer. Also, variable thermodynamic properties can be significant In these cases
phasic enthalpy equations are also solved. Modelled phasic transport equations for kcl, ecl, kCT, e07,
which generally include additional interfacial production terms, are provided for turbulence closure.
In 3-D, the most general four-field system adopted employs 24 discrete transport equations plus an
additional mixture continuity equation described below.
Discretization

Several conventional, diagonal dominance preserving, finite volume spatial discretization practices
can be employed for convection and diffusion terms in the scalar transport equations, giving rise to
discrete equations of the form:

Ap(bp > A.<b. +S (3)
j=UDNSEW

where (j) is the flow variable being solved, and Ap and Aj are the influence coefficients multiplying the
nodal values of (j). An elliptic pressure correction based mixture volume conservation equation can be
derived from the phasic continuity equations, based on SIMPLE(C)/PISO pressure-velocity coupling
approximations. The discrete form of this equation can also be written in the form of equation 3.
The baseline algorithm follows conventional pressure based segregated methodology. Specifically, at
each iteration the discrete momentum equations are solved approximately, followed by a typically
more exact pressure correction equation solution which ensures mixture volume conservation. Vol-
ume fraction, enthalpy and turbulence scalars are then solved in succession.

MULTIPHASE ELEMENTS OF NUMERICAL SCHEME

As mentioned above three important component numerical strategies employed in the method are
summarized. These include: 1) incorporation of interfacial momentum force terms in the control vol-
ume face flux reconstruction, 2) phase coupling at the linear solver level, and in the pressure-velocity
coupling itself (CPE scheme) and 3) a multi-step Jacobi block correction scheme for efficient solution
of the pressure-Poisson equation. The necessity/effectiveness of these strategies is demonstrated in
applications to realistic engineering flows. Though some heated flow test cases are considered, the
particular numerics discussed here are germane to adiabatic flows with and without mass transfer.
Facial Flax Reconstruction

Ik
The non-drag interfacial force terms, Mj , which appear in equation 2 can be modelled to include a
wide variety of interface dynamics. The form of these models depends on the phase pair defining the
interface (here cl-dv, cl-cv, dl-cv), the shape of the interface (e.g., spherical, thin film), and the nature
of the physical process being modelled (e.g., lift, virtual mass, turbulence dispersion). Many workers
include models of the form:
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where K has dimensions of Force/Length. Examples include models for turbulence induced by rela-
tive motion of the interface and carrier phase (Gosman et al. (1992), for example) and average pres-
sure difference forces (DeBertadano et al. (1994), for example). For the cl-dv and dl-cv interfaces, the
present authors utilize a turbulence dispersion force of the form:

cc/-dv - - C T D P C / ^
dv

cTD = 0.1 (5)

When such forces are discretized on a non-staggered mesh, central differencing of the auv/3ji term
can lead to odd-even decoupling of the velocity and volume fraction fields. This is analogous to the
well-known pressure-velocity decoupling observed in single-phase colocated algorithms. A new
interpolation method is adopted for facial flux reconstruction which incorporates terms of the form of
equation 4. Consider the simple cartesian colocated volume in Figure 1:

Figure 1.1-D representation of control volume on a Cartesian grid.

The convection flux at the "east" control volume face is constructed as:
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a form which can be developed by applying the discrete momentum equation at P, e and E and apply-
ing selective averaging (denoted by overbar) approximations. Term A represents central differencing,
term B is a pressure-weighted interpolation term due to Rhie and Chow (1983), term C is the new gra-
dient of volume fraction term, and term D is a term arising from the underrelaxation employed for the
momentum equations1. The necessity of adopting a flux reconstruction scheme which accommodates
the 9 a /3xj terms is demonstrated for a case in which the 2Ax a oscillations manifest themselves
significantly, turbulent bubbly two-field (cl and dv only) high density ratio (pcl/pdv) flow in a vertical
pipe. This case, investigated experimentally by Serizawa et. al. (1986), was an air-water flow
(pcl/pdv= 1000) in a vertical pipe of liquid Reynolds number, R^ = 80,000. The experiment was run in
a 2.2 m long vertical tube of 50.8 mm diameter. Average bubble diameter for the case studied was
measured to be 3 mm or approximately 6% of the pipe diameter. The superficial liquid velocity, jj,
and volumetric vapor flow fraction, |3, were measured to be 1.36 m/s and 0.054, respectively. Assum-
ing no slip at the inlet, this yielded inflow boundary conditions uj = 1.44 m/s, arfv = 0.054. A 100 axial
by 30 radial node mesh was utilized.

1. Term D, employed by several groups, ensures the steady state solution will be independent of underrelax-
ation factor CO. In multi-phase applications, inclusion of term D can significantly improve convergence rates.



Two runs were made, one with term C included in equation 6 and one without Figure 2a shows a
comparison of predicted and measured outlet cl velocity profiles. The CFD analysis accurately pre-
dicts the flattening of the liquid velocity profile compared to a single phase calculation run using the
same superficial liquid velocity. When term C is not included in the discretization, the predicted
velocity profile underpredicts this flattening. Figure 2b shows a comparison between predicted and
measured outlet vapor volume fraction profiles. Agreement here is excellent for the improved discret-
ization. However, it can be seen that for this turbulent high density ratio case, neglect of the turbu-
lence dispersion term in the flux reconstruction leads to highly oscillatory volume fraction
predictions. Both simulations converged to machine accuracy, though the improved discretization
allowed for larger underrelaxation factors to be used giving rise to machine accuracy convergence in
approximately = 500 iterations (vs. = 1000 for the other case).

U
Data
Term C included
Term C not-included
Single phase result

Data
Term C included

. Term C not-included

Figure 2. Serizawa turbulent bubbly pipe flow in a vertical channel, a) Comparison of outlet cl
velocity distributions, b) Comparison of outlet dv volume fraction distributions.

Coupled Phasic Exchange (CPE) Scheme - Phase Coupled Linear Solution of Scalar Transport Variables

As stated above, a fully segregated approach to solving the 25 equations involves, at each outer loop
iteration, solving NP matrix systems for each transport scalar (u, v, w, a, k, e, h). This procedure cor-
responds to solving the NP matrix equations:

where

k
L =

* _ (k k
£_ ~ V ijk=l' aijb=2

(7)

(8)

(9)

and A* is a banded septadiagonal matrix (in 3-D) of influence coefficients for phase k.
Pressure based schemes are characterized by diagonally dominant coefficient matrices. This arises
from spatial discretization of convection/diffusion and underrelaxation which must be employed (at
least for the momentum equations) due to the operator factorization arising from pressure-velocity
decoupling of segregation. This underrelaxation yields A p > V Aj (where Ap corresponds to the
diagonal element in the coefficient matrix after underrelaxation}.
Because of this diagonally dominant feature of the coefficient matrices, most iterative solvers are
effective in reducing errors in the discrete transport equations by 1 - 2 orders of magnitude in only a
few iterations. This is because the iteration matrix associated with A will also be diagonally dominant
for any iterative scheme. In particular, for a simple point Jacobi scheme, an iteration matrix can be
defined as follows:



decompose A = ( D - L - U ) where D is diagonal and L, U are lower and upper triangular
- l * (10)

PjACOBI5*0 ( L + u )
Figure 3a shows a plot of the eigenvalue constellation for a Jacobi iteration matrix, PJAQOBI* ̂  ^ s

figure, PJACOBI corresponds to the u-momentum equation for a nearly converged, 2-D single phase
turbulent, L/D = 500 duct flow computation (a 45 x 15 node mesh was used here, corresponding to
675 eigenvalues). Several interesting features of this constellation appear1. Most important, is the fea-
ture alluded to above. The spectral radius of the iteration matrix, p(P) is less than co (= .7). Accord-
ingly, a point Jacobi iteration scheme does a good job in bringing in the linear equation systems in
single phase flows with such a high aspect ratio flow aligned grid. Figure 3c shows a convergence his-
tory for the Jacobi solver corresponding to the matrix systems whose eigenvalues are plotted in Fig-
ures 3a and 3b. Residuals are plotted for the L/D = 500,50 and 5 cases. The L/D = 500 case shows an
asymptotic convergence rate of approximately 4 iterations per order of magnitude, while the L/D = 5
case exhibits a convergence rate of approximately 3 iterations per order of magnitude. These rapid
convergence rates are consistent with the expected theoretical asymptotic convergence rates:
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Figure 3. Eigenvalue constellations for a) L/D = 500 and b) L/D = 5. U momentum equation, 2-D,
single phase duct flow computation, c) Inner iteration convergence for L/D = 500,50,5 cases.

Secause of linearization errors, it is reauired to reduce the linear solver errors bv approximately 1-2Because of linearization errors, it is required to reduce the linear solver errors by approximately 1-2
orders of magnitude for each transport scalar, at each outer loop iteration. Figure 3c shows why this is
achievable in only a few Jacobi sweeps. The Jacobi solver in the present scheme combines a low
operation count per sweep compared to more complex iterative solvers, and executes in excess of 550
MFLOPS on a C90. Since linear solution of scalar matrix systems accounts for a significant contribu-
tion of the overall CPU burden in four-field solutions, these performance statistics contribute to a very
efficient scheme.
In multiphase analyses, if the individual phasic equations for a scalar transport variable, $, are solved
in succession, rather than in a coupled fashion, the outer loop iteration process can be degraded. This
typical manifestation of operator splitting in an approximate Newton method is demonstrated below.
Another approach which can be taken to solve equation 3, is to couple the phases via the drag/mass-
transfer terms. Specifically, considering the U-momentum equation, we replace equation 7 by:

(12)AH =

1. Note that the maximum magnitudes of the imaginary components of the eigenvalue constellation are small
compared to the real components. This arises due to the relatively large magnitude of transverse diffusion
terms in high L/D computations. The convection terms, which give rise to imaginary components of the
eigenvalues, are relatively small in these flows. For comparison, Figure 3b shows a plot of the eigenvalue
constellation obtained for the L/D = 5 case, where convection is not small compared to diffusion.
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In equation 13 P, U, D, N, S, E, W are square sub-matrices each of rankNP:
U = diag^-AyJ, D = diag^-ADJ, N = diag(^-ANJ, S = diag(^-As J, E = diag(^-AEJ, W = diag(^-A;

(16)
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In equation 17, terms bkl ^ blk correspond to the interfacial drag and mass transfer exchange terms in
equation 2. If the off-diagonal elements in P are brought to the RHS of equation 12, phasic decou-
pling is achieved, and equation 7 is recovered for each phase. For two-fields, the Partial Elimination
Algorithm (PEA) scheme of Spalding (1980) can reintroduce some of this phasic decoupling. Specif-
ically, it can be easily shown that the two-field PEA scheme corresponds to retention of the b® terms
in P, while retaining only those terms in U, D, N, S, E, W which correspond to the current phase. The
PEA effectively preconditions each of the NP equations 2, by doing a partial direct inversion (point
implicit) operation on the bw terms, while treating the off-diagonal elements corresponding to other
phases explicitly.

If four-fields are present, implementation of the PEA becomes impractical, as the point implicit inver-
sion of a 4x4 matrix at each grid point for each iteration is required. The present CPE scheme
employs a Jacobi iteration scheme for solving the coupled system, equation 12. This is very effective
since the diffusion terms and underrelaxation give rise to iteration matrices whose eigenvalues are
clustered near the real axis and have spectral radii near co. Figures 4a and 4b show eigenvalue constel-
lations for a 2-D four-field computation of a boiling duct flow. As above, in this figure, PJACOBI

 cor~
responds to the u-momentum equation for a nearly converged, turbulent, L/D = 500 duct flow
computation. In this case pure subcooled cl enters the duct, and uniform heating is applied at the
walls. Boiling gives rise to significant dv being generated. As the flow develops, interfacial force and
mass transfer terms give rise to field redistribution and inter-field mass exchange. For example, dv
coalesces into cv, and cl is entrained into the core flow as d/ through the action of cv on the cl inter-
face. A 45 x 15 mesh was again used. The 675 eigenvalues associated with each phase (total of 2700)
are plotted for the segregated and coupled schemes, respectively. In Figure 4a, the four sets of eigen-
values of the iteration matrix for the CPE scheme are overlaid. In Figure 4b, the 2700 eigenvalues of



the iteration matrix for equation 7 are plotted.

-1.20 •0.40 -1.20
(to

Figure 4. Eigenvalue constellations for a) Uncoupled and b) CPE treatments. U-momentum equation,
2-D, four-field boiling duct flow computation.

Clearly the contribution of interfacial coupling terms give rise to a "bunching" of eigenvalues near
the spectral radius of about 0.7. This, as expected, leads to somewhat diminished overall damping
characteristics of the scheme, since the error content is biased towards long wavelengths in the cou-
pled system. This is shown in Figure 5a where the Jacobi inner iteration history for the four-field anal-
ysis is shown for the same outer loop iteration selected for eigenvalue decomposition in Figure 4.

log10ERR log10ERR

i a » f

Jacobi Iteration
m on

Outer Iteration y/°
Figure 5. CPE treatment results, a) Inner iteration convergence for two-field and four-field cases,

b) Maximum obtainable outer iteration convergence rates,
c) Outlet volume fraction profiles for four fields.

As expected, the coupled system converges in the inner iterates at a somewhat diminished rate to the
uncoupled approach. However, the stability afforded the non-linear or outer loop iteration process can
be significant when the CPE procedure is utilized. This is illustrated in Figure 5b which compares
overall convergence rates for this four-field test case, with and without the CPE scheme. The CPE
scheme is utilized for the u and v momentum equations and the turbulence scalars for this case. For
the momentum equations coupling is affected via non-zero drag and mass transfer terms between all
phase pairs except dv-dl. For the k and e equations coupling is affected via non-zero drag and mass
transfer terms between phase pair cv-cl. Figure 5c illustrates the predicted outlet field profiles for this



calculation. The CPE scheme retains the same very high vector CPU performance as the uncoupled
scheme due to vectorizability and low operation count.
Coupled Phasic Exchange (CPE) Scheme - Pressure-velocity Coupling for Multi-Field Systems.

In colocated pressure-correction schemes, pressure-velocity coupling is affected in the inviscid flux
reconstruction at cell faces and in the relation adopted between the velocity corrector and the gradient
of the pressure correction. In the present multiphase algorithm, a generalized pressure-velocity cou-
pling can be derived based on the phase coupled momentum equations. Focusing first on the pressure
corrector, the fully coupled system, equation 12, can be rewritten:

u = A" !b (18)
This leads to the pressure-velocity coupling relationship:

flf = A^bp (19)

where

9xAjk=l V 9xyijk=l V dxJijtel V 9 x ^ = 2

(20)
Following conventional single-phase pressure-correction algorithm development, A is approximated
by neglecting all spatial coupling terms:

A - A = diag (P) . (21)
Where P is defined in equation 17. This form retains full phasic coupling, and at each node, the pres-
sure-velocity coupling relation becomes

u1 = J>~\, (22)

where now >,_ . • _ N~ _ , xT

, [ ,1 ,2 JfPy , ( l_,ap' 2T,8p' NP^dp'Y >.3p'f 1 2 NP Y
u' = l u1 ,u',..,uH J , b = - a V ^ , - a V^-,.., - a V^- = V^-l - a , - a , ..,-a J

^ J P v ax ax axy dx^ ^
For phase k, equation 14 leads to the velocity correction equation:

uf*={ V aMP*' L}fv^\wi th P*sP-f(o* T A^V SIMPLEC (24)
1=1JWHASE K dXj ^ j=UmSEW ^

In Equation 24, SIMPLEC = 0,1 for SIMPLE and SIMPLEC algorithms respectively. Equation 24 is
substituted into each phasic continuity equation. These 4 equations are normalized by the density of
the component. The sum of these normalized equations becomes the pressure correction equation for
the mixture. This equation is a statement of mixture volume conservation, which will be satisfied at
each iteration provided it is solved exactly.
Analogous developments are employed to develop a consistent facial flux reconstruction strategy,
yielding:

cl
= u e +U e | | * p | - | 3 * - | J - A e [ ^ - ~ | — | | '

(25)

The new formulation for four-fields, summarized in equations 24 and 25, represents the "best" possi-
ble phasic pressure-velocity coupling achievable.
Implementation of equations 14 and 15 requires the inversion of a 4x4 matrix at each grid point, at
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each iteration. This potentially CPU intensive procedure's circumvented by applying a simple fixed
point iterative procedure to approximately invert P and P . This procedure is vectorizable and rapidly
convergent (typically 2-3 sweeps are employed) for the same reason that the Jacobi procedure is an
effective linear equation solver for the momentum equations in these flows. Specifically, the P matri-
ces are very well conditioned, due to the presence of underrelaxation and high L/D diffusion domi-
nance as above.

In Figure 6 the impact of the improved pressure-velocity coupling on outer loop convergence is dem-
onstrated for the same four-field boiling duct flow problem used for testing in the previous section.
For this 2-D problem, four cases were run. In the first case, all off-diagonal terms in matrix P are
zeroed in equations 24 and 25. This corresponds to neglecting all phasic coupling in the flux recon-
struction and pressure correction coefficient assembly steps. For this case, since large exchange
terms, b , are present, a converged solution could not be obtained. In case 2, only those off-diagonal
terms in matrix P corresponding to cl-dv and dl-cv exchange were included (condensation/evapora-
tion at bubble and droplet interfaces, bubble and droplet drag). In case 3, cl-cv exchange were added
(film boiling/evaporation, film drag), In case 4 the remaining inter-field exchange terms, cl-dl, cv-dv,
were included (bubble coalescence and breakup, droplet entrainment and deposition). The figure
shows that converged solutions were obtained for cases 2 and 3, but that the maximum obtainable
convergence rate, obtained when the complete phasic pressure-velocity coupling was employed, was
significantly greater than for cases 2 and 3.

log10ERR cl-dv, dl-cv
cl-dv, dl-cv, c]-cv
cl-dv, dl-cv, cl-cv, d-dl, cv-dv

400 600
Outer Iteration

1000

Figure 6. Comparison of various phasic pressure-velocity coupling treatments.
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